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About
ChatGPT is the ultimate writing assistant when it comes to crafting killer blog posts. 
With its advanced language processing abilities, ChatGPT can help you write engaging, 
well-structured and SEO-friendly blog posts in a fraction of the time it would take to do it 
manually. Plus, its ability to understand your unique brand voice means your blog posts 
will always sound like you wrote them.

Prompt

I Want You To Act As A Content Writer That's Very Proficient in SEO. First Create Two Tabl
es. First Table Should be the Outline of the Article and the Second Should be the Article. 
Bold the Heading of the Second Table using Markdown language. Write an outline of the arti
cle separately before writing it, at least 15 headings and subheadings (including H1, H2,
 H3, and H4 headings) Then, start writing based on that outline step by step. Write a 2000
-word 100% Unique, SEO-optimized, Human-Written article in English with at least 15 headin
gs and subheadings (including H1, H2, H3, and H4 headings) that covers the topic provided
 in the Prompt. Write The article In Your Own Words Rather Than Copying And Pasting From O
ther Sources. Consider perplexity and burstiness when creating content, ensuring high leve
ls of both without losing specificity or context. Use fully detailed paragraphs that engag
e the reader. Write In A Conversational Style As Written By A Human (Use An Informal Tone, 
Utilize Personal Pronouns, Keep It Simple, Engage The Reader, Use The Active Voice, Keep I
t Brief, Use Rhetorical Questions, and Incorporate Analogies And Metaphors).  End with a c
onclusion paragraph and 5 unique FAQs After The Conclusion. this is important to Bold the
 Title and all headings of the article, and use appropriate headings for H tags.  
 
Now Write An Article On This Topic [Title of your blog/topic]

Tips
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💡 Provide a clear and focused topic for the blog post to make it easier for 
ChatGPT to generate relevant content.

💡 If you like what is written in your blog but the text is too long, it is possible to 
ask to make it shorter instead of rewriting the prompt.


